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Name of your Organisation:  Supply Change 

Date of TFN event which you 
pitched at? 

26/06/18 

Name of the project TFN funded:  Supply Change 

Were you able to undertake your 
project as you outlined in the 
application? 

Yes 

Can you describe and/or 
demonstrate the specific impact 
that TFN funding has had against 
your initial objectives? 

Since Crowdbacker, we have achieved a lot as a team including 
securing investment from Investec, Paul Hamlyn and Orbit. Our 
business has been accepted on the Allia Serious Impact Incubator, the 
Beyond Business Programme and the Women in Social Tech 
accelerator supported by Deutsche Bank. We pitched at the most 
recent GovTech Summit in Paris and our work has been cited in the 
Centre for Social Justice’s report, ‘Social Housing and Employment; 
Helping social housing be the springboard to a better life’.  

We have also been featured in the Times, 'Future of Procurement' 
report and were also listed as Ones to Watch on the BQ Social 
Entrepreneur Index. The initial money from the Crowdbacker event 
gave us the security and encouragement to go ahead with the idea.  

What portion of the project did 
TFN fund? 

3% 

How many direct beneficiaries 
did the TFN funded project 
reach? 

N/A 

How many indirect beneficiaries 
did the TFN funded project 
reach? 

N/A 

Were you able to leverage 
further funding as a result of TFN 
support? 

Yes 

If yes, how much were you able 
to raise and from whom? 

We have received a substantial amount in pre-seed funding from 
various organisations as a mix of grant and equity. We received grants 
from Paul Hamlyn and Orbit. For more details contact the team.  

Did you receive any pro-bono 
support, volunteer offers or 
introductions as a result of the 
event? 

No 

How important was TFN funding 
in helping you achieve your 
objectives? 

We would have found it difficult to achieve our objectives without 
TFN funding 

Since presenting at TFN, has your 
organisation undergone any 

N/A 
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other significant changes? 

Do you have any other 
comments or feedback on the 
experience of the TFN process? 

Nothing other than thanks for your work and supporting us- we are 
very grateful! 

 


